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1. Introduction
The sequence clustering work carried out by SALSA group in Indiana University assists biologists by identifying similarities
present in sequences and classifying them accordingly. At a higher level, the breakdown of tasks involves pairwise sequence
alignment  pairwise clustering  multidimensional scaling, where the latter two may be done in parallel to each other.
Pairwise sequence alignment computes a dissimilarity value for each pair of sequences based on their alignment. Pairwise
clustering performs classification of sequences based on these dissimilarities producing a mapping of sequences into groups.
Multidimensional scaling works on the same dissimilarity values and maps each sequence into a point in three dimensions
such that the Euclidean distance between any two points corresponds to the dissimilarity between particular two sequences.
Each step being data and compute intensive requires parallel algorithms to produce results in reasonable amounts of time
when run on multiple computers. We also present a tool, which helps with job creation, submission, and monitoring.

2. Algorithms
2.1 Pairwise Sequence Alignment
Table 1 classifies our collection of sequence alignment implementations.
Table 1. Collection of sequence alignment implementations
Name

Algorithms

Alignment
Type

Language

Library

Parallelization

Target
Environment

SALSA-SWG

Smith-Waterman
(Gotoh)

Local

C#

None

Message Passing
with MPI.NET

Windows
HPC cluster

SALSA-SWGMBF

Smith-Waterman
(Gotoh)

Local

C#

.NET Bio
(formerly MBF)
[1]

Message Passing
with MPI.NET

Windows
HPC cluster

SALSA-NW-MBF

NeedlemanWunsch (Gotoh)

Global

C#

.NET Bio
(formerly MBF)
[1]

Message Passing
with MPI.NET

Windows
HPC cluster

SALSA-SWGMBF2Java

Smith-Waterman
(Gotoh)

Local

Java

None

Map Reduce with
Twister [2]

Cloud / Linux
cluster

SALSA-NWBioJava

NeedlemanWunsch (Gotoh)

Global

Java

BioJava [3]

Map Reduce with
Twister [2]

Cloud / Linux
cluster

SALSA-SWG is the earliest in-house implementation used for SALSA group’s sequence alignment projects. Later we
adopted the open source .NET Bio (formerly Microsoft Biology Foundation – MBF) library for the core implementation of
Smith-Waterman (SW) and Needleman-Wunsch (NW) algorithms for convenience and performance reasons.

2.1.1 Optimizations
The Java implementation of local alignment is a product of SALSA group, which is efficient than .NET Bio version, yet it
closely adheres to the implementation from .NET Bio. In particular, we have made the following optimizations in the Java
version resulting performance improvement by factor of 2.






Avoid sequence validation when aligning
‐ Sequence validation means to check if sequences conform to the alphabet in the given scoring matrix. We
perform this ahead of time for the given N sequences, thus avoiding the N2 validations inside all-pairs
alignment computation.
Avoid alphabet guessing
‐ .NET Bio loops through a known set of alphabets to guess the corresponding alphabet to a given sequence.
We omit this as we know the alphabet for the sequences at start.
Avoid nested data structures

‐

The .NET Bio implementation wraps the result of an alignment in a nested data structure for generalization
purposes. Performance and memory profiling with dotTrace [4] revealed it as a performance “hot-spot”,
hence we package results in a simple data structure.

SALSA-NW-BioJava implements global alignment with Java and depends on the open source BioJava library. However, we
have made the following changes to BioJava module.




Produce consistent alignment results compared to C# versions based on .NET Bio.
‐ The inconsistencies arise due to correct yet alternative decisions that could be taken when aligning two
sequences. For example deciding whether to align the ith base in one sequence with the jth base of the other,
insert a gap, or delete a gap depends on the score of each option. It is possible for one or more of these
alternatives to yield the same score yet produce different alignments depending on the choice made by the
implementation.
Improve substitution matrix access time
‐ Substitution matrix contains a score for each possible pair of bases in the alphabet of sequences. BioJava
stores it as a two dimensional array and keeps a mapping table from base to array index. This two-step
mapping hinders performance specially when aligning long sequences. Therefore, we change it to store the
substitution matrix indexed by the character value of bases to get an O(1) lookup.

The C# versions use message passing with MPI.NET [5] to parallelize the all-to-all sequence alignment whereas the Java
versions use MapReduce with Twister framework. Irrespective of the technology, the parallelization follows Single Program
Multiple Data (SPMD) style where a process/task computes the all-to-all alignments for a block of sequences at a time. The
resulting blocks are merged to form the full result at the end. Also, we assume that alignment is independent of the order of
two sequences, which simplifies the problem space by half.

2.2 Deterministic Annealing Pairwise Clustering (DA-PWC)
DA-PWC adopts concept of deterministic annealing for clustering [6] and implements a scalable version suitable for large
scale data mining, which runs in O(NlogN) time compared to existing O(N2) implementations [7]. Given N data points, DAPWC accepts an N x N pairwise distance matrix to perform clustering. The end result is a mapping from points to group
numbers they belong, where the number of groups assumed known ahead of time. Visual aid from multidimensional scaling
could be used to refine the number of clusters as discussed in [section 2.3] . DA-PWC produces cluster centers as well based
on the smallest mean distances, i.e. the point with the smallest mean distance to all other points in a given cluster. If provided
with a coordinate mapping for each point it could also produce centers based on smallest mean Euclidean distance and
Euclidean center. The implementation is based on C# language and MPI.NET is used for parallelization targeting Windows
HPC cluster environments.

2.3 Multidimensional Scaling
The idea of multidimensional scaling is to map points in higher dimensions to lower dimensions like 3 or 2 while preserving
inter-point distances. We have three implementations as in [table] which operate on pairwise distances between points and
produce a three dimensional coordinate mapping for them.
Name

Optimizes

Optimization
Method

Language

Parallelization

Target
Environment

MDSasChisq

General MDS with
arbitrary weights and
missing distances and fixed
positions

Levenberg–
Marquardt
algorithm

C#

Message Passing with
MPI.NET

Windows
HPC cluster

Deterministic
annealing

C#

Message Passing with
MPI.NET

Windows
HPC cluster

Deterministic
annealing

Java

Map Reduce with Twister

Cloud / Linux
cluster

DASMACOF
Twister DASMACOF
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In addition to performing dimensional scaling, MDSasChisq also supports a complementary set of functions as given below.



Transform input distances

‐





Input distaances in generaally lie on high
her dimensionss and it is oftenn useful to trannsform them innto a lower
dimension
n prior to dimen
nsional scaling
g to yield an acccurate mappingg of points intoo coordinates.
Fixed
d point runs
‐
If an already computed
c
lower dimensionaal mapping iss given for a subset of ppoints then
hisq will preserrve it and will map
m the rest off the points aroound them.
MDSasCh
Resu
ult rotation
‐ The coorddinate mappingg of dimensional scaling mayy not be identical even for thhe same dataseet since the
goal is to preserve inter--point distancees but not the positions. How
wever, it is useful to “align”” results of
o side-by-sidee comparison. R
Result alignmeent may includde rotation,
same or siimilar datasets for the sake of
inversion, or both. The center
c
image off Figure 1 show
ws a mapping of a reference dataset. On itss left is the
o the same daata based on a different disttance measuree. The right m
most one is thee “aligned”
mapping of
version off left with centeer, which appeaars similar to thhe reference thhan the “unaliggned” left one.
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Fiigure 1. Result rrotation of MD
DSasChisq



Heat
H map and histogram
h
geneeration
‐ The coorrelation betw
ween mapped Euclidean
E
distaances and input
ut distances is a measure to deetermine to
the qu
uality of dimen
nsional scaling.. Scatter plots aare a good wayy to infer the correlation, but as the plot
area gets
g
saturated with points they fail to reepresent correllation clearly. Heat maps arre a better
alternative in this reegard which prresent densitiees of saturatedd areas makingg it easier to iddentify any
nt. Figure 2 sh
hows a sample heat map on the left and thhe four-way viiew of heat
correlation if presen
map and
a distance hisstograms on th
he right.
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Figure 2. Heat map and histoggrams of MDSaasChisq

33. Tryout Tool
T
T
Tryout is a .NET based desk
ktop applicatio
on designed to
o create, subm
mit, and monitoor DA-PWC aand MDSasChiisq jobs in
W
Windows HPC cluster environ
nments. Figure 3 show the maain interface off it.
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Figure 3. Main
n interface of Trryout tool

The description of elements in Figure 3 is as follows.
1.

Application Type
‐ This gives the option to select the type of application as MDSasChisq or DA-PWC. Also in the figure is the
option for another application, i.e. DA Vector Sponge, we are currently developing.
2. App Directory
‐ This is the directory where executables of the particular application type could be found. It is possible to set
a default application directory for each application type.
3. Run Info
‐ This section lets the user to specify name for the run, a local directory to create it, and the level of
parallelism.
4. Optional File
‐ MDSasChisq results could be combined with clustering information to visualize using PlotViz, which is a
3D data visualization tool we have developed [8]. Similarly DA-PWC results could be combined with a
coordinate mapping from MDSasChisq (or other dimensional reduction program) to use with PlotViz.
Therefore, depending on the application type the user can specify a corresponding file to supplement
visualization.
5. Configuration
‐ Each application is configurable via an XML configuration file. This section presents it in an easy-to-read
tabular style. It is also possible to load an existing configuration from file using the “Load Existing” button.
Description of parameters for MDSasChisq and DA-PWC is given in.
6. Cluster Selection
‐ This shows the available Microsoft HPC clusters and the corresponding set of compute nodes. The user can
select the desired number of nodes for the particular run.
7. Target Directory
‐ A directory for the specific run is created under this in the remote cluster.
8. Output Stream
‐ Once the job is submitted, any information written to standard output displayed here.
9. Error Stream
‐ Similar to the output stream, errors are reported in this area.
10. New/Open Menus
‐ New run option will clear the user interface and set it to default state letting the user to choose correct
parameters of the desired run. Once a run is submitted to the cluster its information is saved in an XML file
making it possible to later open it using the tool.
11. Run Submission
‐ Once the desired parameters are set for the particular run the user can submit it using the “Run” button. If a
run exists with the same name in the same directory the tool will prompt for confirmation of resubmission
to avoid overwriting existing results.
In addition to the above, the following are also available in Tryout.
 Abort Run
‐ Once a run is submitted the user has the option to abort it if necessary
 Show in PlotViz
‐ The results of MDSasChisq can be directly visualized using PlotViz and Tryout has built-in support to
invoke PlotViz with the results of particular dimensional scaling run. Also, for DA-PWC runs if a
coordinate file is given in configuration it could be visualized in PlotViz with clusters colored according to
the results of clustering run.
 Known Files
‐ Input files required for a run are copied from local computer to the cluster by default. However, if the file is
already in the cluster the user can add a mapping to that by giving a name and location in the cluster. The
Tryout tool reads in these mappings from a special file at startup and the mapped resources can be referred
using the given name prefixed by dollar ($) sign.

4. Summary
We assist biologists in determining similar groups of sequences and visualizing their relationship in 3D with the use of new algorithms for
clustering and multi-dimensional scaling. The tool-chain we have developed includes multiple implementations of pairwise sequence
alignment, clustering and dimension reduction algorithms. We also have supporting software to handle job submission to high performance
clusters, and data visualization.
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